Minimally invasive and endoscopic operations became routine in heart surgery. Unlike the conventional operating procedures these techniques cause minor lesions to the patienrs. The minimized incisions lead to fewer postoperative complications and a rapid recovery. However ir remains dificull to operate with endoscopic instruments through a keyhole and pelform a complex procedure. In cardiac surgery coronary artery bypass grafting is a standard procedure which is also performed endoscopically. The identi$cation of rhe targer artery is the most important and a sophisticated process directly in the beginning of the surgery. We present an intraoperative tool for the surgeon to clearly identify the arteries visible in the enduscope view.
Introduction
In minimally invasive coronary artery bypass graft operations the exact identification of the target artery on the heart surface persists complex. The benefits of minimally invasive and endoscopic cardiac surgery are manifold, including less trauma to tissue and consequently less pain, shorter hospital stay and faster recovery. Nevertheless problems remain in the complex operative procedure with long instruments and small aditus to the operating field. The combination of the real endoscopic camera view and preoperative diagnostic images in one augmented-reality-model facilitates the identification and classification of the coronary arteries on the heart surface. This approach combines several advanced techniques into a single tool allowing real-time augmentation of endoscopic beating heart image sequences with the corresponding angiogram assisting the surgeon in classifying the arteries rapidly and reliably. The exact identification of the target arteries is difficult not only in open heart surgery [I] but also in endoscopic or minimally invasive heart surgery due to the limited view through the endoscopic camera. The preoperative coronary angiography illustrates the position and the course of the coronary arteries.
The goal is to provide a set of operation room suitable software tools which allow the analysis of angiograms in a user friendIy manner. The software functionality consists of an exact match of pre-operatively recorded angiograms with the visible in situ coronary arteries w i t h a semi-transparent cross-fade view of the angiogram.
The visible part of the coronary tree as shown in figure  1 on the left hand side has to be matched with the highlighted part on the right side, allowing to find even covered runs of the arteries (the enclosing lines are highlighted by hand for illustration purposes). 
2.

Methods
The preoperatively drawn up angiograms and the in situ heart image sequences are matched with the real intraoperative endoscope images in one augmented reality model. Matching coronary arteries to their corresponding angiogram requires segmenting the images and presenting the results in a symbolic illustration, which facilitates the matching process.
. The angiograms and the in situ heart image sequences are digitally available. The heart images are in a 720x576 24 bit RGB format, while the angiogram are available as 512x512 8bit greyscale images.
The in situ heart images
The segmentation of the coronary arteries is performed to distinguish the vessels from the background in a colourbased technique. The significant parts of the heart surface, which are up for segmentation, are damaged by specular reflection (fig. 2a) . SpecuIar reflections occur as a result of light reflections on glossy surfaces. Due to their high intensity a thresholding operator is sufficient to localize the glossiness (fig. 2b) 
. 3 . Augmentation
In order to achieve a more realistic augmentation a Mass-Spring-NtTRBS based on soft tissue simulation avails as framework for the angiographic view [6]. The heart image and the corresponding angiogram are mapped to an OpenGL textured "canvas" 171. The canvas of the heart image is a simple textured polygon; the angiogram represents a textured NURBS surface. Figure 4 illustrates a textured NURBS-surface to a mass-spring grid. The mass points are simultaneously control points of the freeform surface.
The arrangement and the number of the masdcontrol points ace not random, since they are closely related to the parameters (knot sequence, order) of the surface. The interconnection between masses by springs is done using a Delaunay triangulation: the masses are arbitrary points in 3D Cartesian space and the sides of the resulting triangles are springs. The most challenging task is to fix the masslcontrol points to the underlying heart surface on natural landmarks. 
Matching
To find the best fitting angiogram to the currently visible part of a coronary artery, a search of similarity is obligatory. 30th modalities (angiogram and heart image sequence) in a symbolic representation enable to find the best match to compute the transformation parameters (axis for flipping, translation and rotation angle) [XI.
3, Results
A virtual soft tissue simulation is implemented which represents the exact identification of the target coronary artery on the heart surface in the endoscopic cardiac procedure. Figure 5 shows the result of the specular reflection removal; the approach surpasses real-time (30 frames per second) requirements on high resolution colour images (512 x 512 24 bit RGB). The live heart image sequence is augmented by a semitransparent crossfaded view of the angiogram.
4.
Discussion and conclusions
The new tool-set of augmented real-time live camera images extends the intraoperative view to identify exactly the coronary arteries. The surgeon is assisted by an approach to enhance and ameliorate the success of an endoscopic operation like telemanipulated assisted interventions, No additional image acquisition or intraoperative angiography is needed.
The major part of the system is implemented, nevertheless further upgrades on two important issues queue: a refining of the matching process and the advancement of fixing the madcontrol points to the underlying heart surface.
